
L IE OCCUPATION OF THE BRITISH CONSULATE IN URN , THE ANDERSON

ViSIT AND TL ROLE OF UDE IN THE iNTERNATIONAL ST UGGLE AGAINST APARTHEID

The international goals of the United Democratic Frorit are in flu way

different from its internal goals .

people from the scourge that makes. their lives miserable . To effect this, we

engage inside the country, in mass political action to demonstrate our rejection

e seek to end art

	

, to free our

of apartheid and especially its most recent manifestions in the new Constitution

and Koornhof Bills .

In both internal and external struggles our strategy hs been to

isolate the racist regimee from any support, to mobilise the greatest possible support

behind the democratic movenie(t
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same stra
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For our internal strategy to succeed we need. to take into account the

concrete conditions existing locally, Equally, the way that we wage the

struggle on an international level must take account of the special

of international relations, its specific dynamics . The way

that one conducts the international struggle is not the same as mounting

an internal campaign .

When you are fighting in the mountains and jungles you cannot apply the

ics and tactics that you do when you are fighting in the

deserts . Your goal will be the same, but your strategy and tactics cannot be

So too with international relations . We need to know th

and we need to develop appropriate strete~ies and tactics .

to form a correct assessment of the

of forces . Both the forces ogans t apartheid,

and Asian nonaligned

	

, some of the more

to encourage any action that will reduce the

flue its oppressive system .

terrain

complex international reiaticn

the Socialist states, ? frican

democratic Western and Latin

up



American states, and the more collaborationist Western and Latin American states,

are not monoliths . We need to understand the strengths, divisions and weaknesses

within these States and groupings of States . If 1e are to make an effective

intervention we cannot settle for easy simplistic analyses that ignore the complexity

and precise character of international relations .

We need, in our international activities, to form a variety of types of

relationships -with international organisations, states, polticial organisations,

church groups, etc .

	

In each case we have to form an assessment of the

character of each such organisation or state . One cannot make certain requests

of some types of states or of states in general . International relations

are conducted in such a manner that we have to respect certain diplomatic

conventions . (This is something that the Bolsheviks had to learn . At first

they used the diplomatic bag to smuggle propaganda leaflets into their

host countries . But gradually they oaa to ds Lingis h the specific

requirements of state-to -state relationships, that is, diplomatic relationships,

from party activities)

Similarly, we reed to be quire clear as to our expectations in any parti-

cular relationship . Certain states and organisations will genuinely assist

us because they do support our struggle and do understand that it is a national

liberation struggle . Other states and organistinns may hope to drive a wedge

between the various components of the forces struggling for liberation . Such states

might try to mute the most advanced sections of the democratic movement, seek

to transform our struggle into a civil rights movement and attempt to project

a third force ' outside

goals

The fact that certain states and organisations may not totally

or may not share most of our

or within our struggle .

share cur

goals, the fact that certain of their motives



in entering the relaiLionship,

arming a relationship an terms favourable to us,

does not mean that such a relationship is without advantages

We can learn from the international strategy of the Vietnamese in their epic

struggle against imperialist occupation . At one stage the Vietnamese

liberation novena n(sough t

a second phase of

the Franca

Never thes, wha Lever relations we enter

initiatives we undertake, must

therefore ask , when

or will it advance the struggle to end apartheid, either by widening end

strengthening the anti-apartheid forces

and/or by exposing its criainal acts to the world and/or by loosening

between the regime and its sympathisers?

Alternatively, any activity that might diminsh the power and prestige

of the democratic forces against apartheid, any activity that migF

hack, must obviously be rejectedd

to the UhF and wath uhich we share a guneraily similar

of issues , But we have, also to be sile

relationships not

Just as the UDF is formed internally on the basis of a united opposition

aparheid shored by a variety of ou, extecnally it seeks support from all

ounonents of cuartheid . Our relations

es tdt) . .LtOh
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the American imperialists .
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attitudes on Cer ti~ n other

neverthel.ees, be in The inter ,sts of the

such

issue may

relationships -provided that they serve to advance our struggle .

If we are to conduct a sooh~sticated domestic and foreign policy, we have

to be adept not only at direct attacks and responses, but also at spotting

end exploiting differences in the enemy camp . Even with out-and-out reactionary

governments our jab is to make it more and more difficult for them to collaborate

with apartheid . And within reactionary states, our quarrel is not with every

party or organisation in such a state . Nor do tiv1e have any quarrel with the

ordinary people who generally su ppor t our struggle .

These then are some of the considerations that should guide

policy . How this has ~en pursued in relation to the elections and their

aftermath, especially the consulate affair will now be considered .
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During the recent elections or the new ' trlcameral' parliamn :, coo. UDF

senL letters to various national and international organisations and states,

explaining its objection to the new constitution, emerging from a regime

that has no right to govern the people of South Africa .

	

called for expressions

of solidarityy Amongst the most s gnif Zcant were that

Prime Minster, In_ira Gandhi, who cailad
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That he

	

didrL wars t

Britain the opportunity o[

oppressed people .

to go to the consulate because he dd not want to give

exp]oited people here or anywhere else .

appearing to be the charnpion of south Africa `s

Britain is not an ally or friend of the oppressed and

Britain 0 ether with the other hestern

w

	

, are the technical advisers of the Ph Botha Regime . (City Press 23 . 09 84).

Now I am sure that the Consulate Six had no illusions about Thatcher s goverrunent

Let us examine what they achieved, by creatively exploiting international

on Lradict ions :

te a

the oppressed

entirely nee,v theatre or struggle .

* This threw into the international lime light the repress ion of democratic

leaders,

of giving themselves up and going meekly to prison, being leaders of

whose offence was to have campaigned against

of an illeitimeLe regime . The popular victory against the

was well known within the country became

on the various atroci ties being perpetrated
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respect Labilis ng ' the regIme.

Though actjvjsts hame

ed demo crate! c movemeiy

thron . their overt supporri n)r

they took the initiative and created

the racist constitution

internationally publicrsed .

They were thus able to externalise and take fo7ard the offensmve

around the constitutional reforms by providing an international issue

throughwhich the allies of the South Afrian people could focus attention

by the apartheid regime
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The UDF nevertheless appealed over the heads of Th atcher and Reagan to the

people of their countries and democrats throughout the world . The result

a pressure which prevented the ejection of the people from the consulate .

•

	

Simultaneously, these even ts drove a wedce between the South Af r ican

and the Thatcher regimes . The UK government was unable to kick the UDF leaders

out . South Africa was unable to march into the consulate and retaliated by refusinc

to send its alleged arms smugglers back to Britain .

tension between

voting in fevcnr of /iiitarit anti-apartheid resolution in the UN Security

Council .

*

London to face

T,ithou t tr i e

friends . One symptom of this tension was the United

Normally they would abstain or veto such resolutions

These actions drove a further wedge within the western Five .

and US were demonstrated be be collaborators, France sought to distance itself,

7jth an unprecedented appearance before the special committee

•

	

The consulate 6 made use of international media coverage to speak about

events well boyond their own personal situation .

consulate provided a means for throwing the snot? fight on racist reprrssion

in general, whether through detentions, shooting in the townships or

other violence .

	

It is unprecedented that we should read a statement

by Archie Gumede, Billy Nair and Paul Day:L

of overseas newspapers but as the 1 ead story of our own newspapers . In the

Star of 18 .10 .84 we read of their call on the government that

interests of peaceful change to stop all pa

meet the demands of

or cages

the people in this ar

of arms smuggli

eats against the Unatefi Democratic F:ccrit ,
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popular grievances arid focussed repeated atLeration on the UDF .

the UDF had so much opportunity to present its case through

The faed that the British Labour Party has taken up the issue

ly also provides UDC' with some protection,

received had it not made such contacts .

great success, there is still much the t

bE;fore the UhF can develop an afequate international presence

factor in the struggle for national liedration in South Africa .

The UDF needs to deepen and widen

should increase Its contacts with Sratus,

wealth, Nonaligned movement, poiticai, women, students, church and cC

sympathetic to our struggle .

supplied with regular information to facilitate their campaign to isolate

repression against blacks that he regime attempts to conceal . We must ensure

that the truth is known in all corners of the earth .
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its links and activities on this front .

These organisations and States need to be
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